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Indian. arts festival
set for next ·w eek
pets, will be seen in the Barge
Hall courtyard.
-Indian dancers
A Seattle-based group of
professional dancers, Gus Kahclamet & Co., will present
traditional Yakima Indian hoop
and war dances at 2 p.m. on Aug.
2 and 3 in McConnell Auditorium.
Another dance company, yet to
be selected, will perform at 2
p.m. Aug. 4.
Indian dances of the Tlingit
nation of Southeastern Alaska
will be performed at 2 p.m. Aug. 5
in McConnell Auditorium by
Celia White & Co., another
Seattle professional troupe.

·...J

Special movies dealing with
Indian life will be shown at 3 p.m.
Aug. 2 through 5 in McConnell
Auditorium. Film titles include
"Three Fox Fables," "The
Quillicant Story," "Northwest
Indian Arts," "Discovering
Indian Music," and "Legend of
the Magic Knives."
Art exhibit
A special Contemporary Indian
Art Exhibit, which opened on
campus this spring before
beginning an extensive tour of the
West, will be returned to the SUB
Pit for showing from 9 a.m. tO 5
p.m. July 31 through Aug. 4.

A week-long American Indian
Theatre Arts Festival, featuring
dramas, dances, puppetry, art
and handicrafting, will be .staged
on campus beginning Monday.
Sponsored by Central'sDivision
of Theatre and Drama and the
college's Office of Summer
Sessions, the festival will demonstrate
the
cultural
heritage of Native Americans
through a wide variety of events
and activities.
All programs will be open to the
public, free of charge, according
to Dr. Peter T. Vagenas, festival
director.
The opening stage production
in the festival will be ''Conquest
of My Brother," an Edward
Emanual play documenting
Indian-white relationships from
the time of the white man's
arrival on the North American
continent.
Set for 8:30 p.m. performances
Aug: 1, 2, and 5 in McConnell
Auditorium, the production will
include use of special music and
song with the background use of
more than 100 slides to accentuate stage. action.
One woman show
A nationally-recognized
authority on Indian singing,
dancing and history, Ms. Raven
Hail, of Dallas, Tex., will present
a one-woman show at 8:30 p.m.
on Aug. 3 and 4 in McConnell
Auditorium.
Trained at Oklahoma State and
Southern Methodist Universities
and in New York professional
theatre studios, Ms. Hail has
written a play and publishes a
national Cherokee-English
newsletter.
Central's resident puppeteer,
James Hawkins, will direct the
staging of a series of short puppet
plays based on Indian legend at
noon on Aug." 2, 3, 4 and 5 and at 7'
p.m. Aug. 3 and 4. The plays,
performed by' Central students
using original handmade pup-

Sponsored by the Ethnic
Studies Program, the art exhibit
was so successful in its first
staging that the director, Alex
Kuo, obtained a $2,000 grant from
the Washington State Arts
Commission and a pending grant
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to insure an expanded exhibit
next year.
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Ms. Lena Dunston will exhibit
traditional Northwest Indian
baskets and articles, and
demonstrate basket weaving
from 1 to 5 p.m. Aug. 5 in the
Barge Hall courtyard. She has
won numerous awards for her
work.
Handcrafted Indian costumes
and birch bark crafts which have
been shown throughout the world
will be displayed in an authentic
Indian teepee from 1 to 5 p.m.
Aug. 4 and 5 by Ms. Pat Swanson,
of the Bois Fort Band of the
Ojibwa, Algonquin Nation.

Reward offered for missing son
by Glenna Moulthrop r

managing editor
The parents of Steve Johnson, a
Central student who presumably
Freshly prepared Indian fried drowned May 28 in the Yakima
bread will be sold in the SUB Pit River, are offering a $250 reward
area from noon to 2 p.m. Aug. 2 for any information leading to the
through 4.
recovery of their son's body.
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·
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Johnson, 20, and Robert
Lancaster, Ellensburg, were
crossing a railroad tressle six
miles west of Ellensburg May 28
to look for some companions whowere floating down the river in a
raft.
According to witnesses, as the
two were crossing the tressle, a
train rounded the bend. Lancaster grabbed onto a girder but
Johnson was hit by the
Burlington Northern train and
knocked into the water which
Kittitas County Sheriff Bob
Barret described as "high and
swift.''
Because of the extremely high
water run-off, dam gates along
the river have been kept open so
there is a possibility that Johnson's body may have floated
down the river, reported Sheriff

Barret.
"We have no idea where he
could be," said Barret who has
led ground searches and used
Army helicopters, rafts and boats
to look for the body.
Even his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Johnson, Bellevue, have
spent weekends searching up and
down the shores of the river.
"We're just grabbing at straws
at this point," said Johnson,
addirig that he and his wife hope
"students will keep their eyes
open while floating the river."
Their son, a sophomore at
Central, received an Award of
Distinction this spring for his
service as an ASC legislator.
Any information leading to the
recovery of Johnson's body
should be reported to Sheriff
Barret.
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Film is 'tear-ierker'
r
by Jim Noland
staff writer
Aside 1 from the November
ele:!tion results, .the tear-jerker of
1968 was a lonesome, underrated
film entitled "The Heart is a
Lonely Hunter."
Adapted from Carson Mccullers' 1940 novel of the same
title, I'm amazed that Thomas
Ryan's film escaped the applause
of attentive movie-goers. It
shouldn't have, especially when .
one recalls that 1968 was the year
most of us were so hungry for
enriching entertainment that we
saw "The Graduate" for the third
or fourth time.
After examinbg . several
reviews of the movie, it is apparent why "The Heart is a
Lonely Hunter" enjoyed only
mediocre success at the box
office.
New Yorker attacked Ryan's
adaptation with a pinched nose.
- ''The Heart is a Lonely Hunter" has a few good small things
in its murk, but they certainly are
hidded, and very small. One of
the smallest is Miss Mccullers'
book, which is present in the
movie only as some shining
minnow might be in the stomach
of a hippopotamus that gulped it
down alive with a gallon of
water.''
Newsweek sparingly notes how
the story is "troubled by its own
dramatic afflictions.''
Everybody's Arthur Knight has
nicer things to say, especially
Alan Arkin's sensational portrayal of John Singer, a deaf-

mute. However, even Knight
stings the movie's success ·as it
deviated from the original work.
Then there are those critics
who, through appreciation of a
film's merits, go slightly overboard by burlesquing its
credibility as a work of art.
Life's Richard Schnickel,
whom I would normally rate as
one of filmdom's better critics,
calls "The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter" a "fine parable on the
death of God.''
How Schickel speculated such
nonsense distorts every endeavor
by director Robert Ellis Miller to
make this film as contemporary
today as the novel was when it
appeared in 1940.
But four years have . elapsed
since the movie was released.
And with the popularity of
nostalgia in films today, I should
think this movie would have more
appeal than it did in 1968.
The SUB features the film this
Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m.,
giving students the opportunity
to see for themselves why
"Heart" deserves more appraisal than it was given four
years ago.
All one needs in way of
preparation is a handkerchief
and an awareness that human
needs for understanding, selfrespect and love are still being
met by ignorance, indifference
and race hatred.
The performance by Arkin,
who most recently starred in
"Catch-22", will override any
flaws the drama may have.
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EXTRA SAVINGS On Complete Component Systems

USED GEAR At ''Move Out''
PRICES:

69'5
4195
Both s11995

Dyna PAS Pre-amp ............ ·1
Pione•r Variable Reverb . . . . . . . . 1

Lafayette LA-324 Amp
Lafayette LT-725 AM/FM. Tuner For
BSR Turntable W /cover, ceramic cartridge

................ .: . . . . . . . . . . .s591s
BSR Tur~table w /Pickering c·a rtridge 14995
Dual 1009 w /Pickering cartridge .. s9995
95
Panasonic Stereo Cassette Deck ... 169
Ross Stereo Cassette Deck . . . . . . . s3995
Crown Portable Tape Recorder w/Remote
Wire less Mike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 95
Complete. RCA Compact Stereo

59
.... s99o0

Philco

Compact Outfit-AM/FM Stereo,
Turnta~le and Speaker . . . . . . . . . 18995

ANDIORE!
RECORDS-LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!1

· · s444

~

Two African speakers billed

(2 Only)
$27 95 NOW

$5.98 Albums-

one-man

'Cat-a-log

\SUMMER'
SALE

•
'
ATIO SPEAKERSReg.

Cady does

Oscar N. Cady will present "An Evening with Me", a one-man
exhibition of acting skills and styles August 6, at 8 p.m. in the
Threepenny Playhouse, Barge 300. There will be no admission charge.
Cady will present excerpts from the "Oedipus Rex" by Sophocles
and the "Cyclops" by Euripides.
Along with the classic Greeks, he will play Antony from
Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar," excerpts from Restoration comedy
by John Van Brugh, two modern plays from the 30's: Saroyan's "Hello
Out There" and Clifford Odette's "Waiting for Lefty".
He will also include Samuel Beckett's "Waiting for Godot" from the
theatre of the absurd and Megan Terry's "Viet Rock" from the theatre
of protest.
Cady will be utilizing the drama department's newly constructed
unit sets. These units can be put together like puzzle pieces to create
abstract backgrounds for period plays.
The production will fulfill Cady's requirement for a Master's
degree.
(photb by· Rie·ber)

. s344

$4.98 Albums-

62t
R
·omAr:r
fj) •~ E
408 N. Pearl

962-283Q°

Electronics for Entertainm.. nt?_STEREOCRAFT hos it all .

by Debbie Berto
news editor
Egyptian Speaker
Dr. Mohamad E. Abd-ElMawgood of Ein Shams
University, Cairo, Egypt will
speak Wednesday in Grupe
Conference Center at 7: 30 p.m.
His topic is "Education in a
Changing World: the Forces and
the Challenges."
Heart is Lonely
_ The ASC movie of the week,
"The Heart is a Lonely Hunter,"
will be shown tonight, tomorrow
and Saturday in the SUB theatre
at 7 p.m. Admission is 75 cents
with ASC card. See movie review
in this issue of the Crier!
Now in Stock
10-SPEED BIKES
ONLY $89.95

YAMAHA
of Ellensburg

Summer Dance
The ASC dance will be held in
the SUB Ballroom next Thur- ·
sday, Aug. 3. Admission is $2 per
couple. "Hungry Junction" will
entertain, 9 p.m. to midnight.
Dress
is
''formal''
or
- "anything other than jeans".
Afric,a n Program
"Nigeria and Its People," an
illustrated talk by Dr. Lewis
Grafious, and Dr. Benjamin
Odum from Eastern Washington
State College will be held at
Grupe Conference Center,
Saturday, 1-3 p.m. Artifacts and
slides will be on display. The
public is invited.
Grad School
The Graduate Student Admissions and Records office has
moved to Barge 305. The
-telephone number is 3-1421.
The Dean of the Graduate
School and Research has been
:relocated to Barge 307, telephone
3-3101. Also relocated to Barge
307 is the Research and
Development Office.

Movie
'Performance• will be shown
Aug. 4 and 5 in · the SUB
theatre at 7 p.m. Admission is 75
cents with ASC card.
Ed. Tests
Teacher Education Tests will
be given Aug. 5 in Black 101 and_
102 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
SIMS
The meditators will meet
tonight in SUB 206 at 7 p.m.
Bridge Club
Bridge club will meet in Grupe
Conference Center next Tuesday
at 7 p.m.
Pass-Fail
Aug. 4 is the last day to change
a pass-fail class to a grade.
Puppets
The puppet workshop will give
shows Wednesday through
Friday, at noon in Threepenny
Playhouse. The show is based on
the legends of the Coyote in Indian folklore. Additional performances will be Thursday and
Friday at 7 p.m. There is no
admission charge.

PIZZA
MIA
·FREE DELIVERY
925-.·1lll
925-2222

OPENAT4

-• -1;. . .
Procedure change
No one showed up at a11 open hearing held recently to receive opposition to a proposal to eliminate sections from the Practicing
Procedures policy of the Washington Administrative Code.
The repealed section, approved July 14 by the Board of Trustees,
will now require anyone with a petition to go through the proper
channels instead of a direct route to the board.
Petitions will go through administrative channels including the
respective dean, the vice-president, the president and then to the
Board of Trustees. Steve Milam, assistant attorney general, explained
that previously petitions went directly to the board only to be referred
back to a lower level for resolution.
'Now petitions will be documented and spelled out by the time they
get to the Board of Trustees, if they can't be solved prior to that," said
Milam.
· Petitions from students will now go through the Associated Student
Legislature, President's Council, and the president before reaching
the board.

10% aid cancelled
The National Defense Loan will no longer allow for a 10 percent
cancellation of the loan for teachers.
This became effective July 1. It does not apply to teachers working
in low income areas or teachers working with the handicapped. Servicemen who have been in combat areas also will still be eligible for
the 10 percent cancellation.
"This is primarily due to the philosophy that we now have a surplus
of teachers. The cancellation was to encourage more students into the
teaching field,'' said Bill Wilson, advisor in the Office of Financial Aid.

Frank reappointed
Herbert L. Frank, a Yakima businessman who has served on
Central's Board of Trustees since 1967, recently was reappointed to the
board by Gov. Dan Evans.
Frank is vice president of the Yakima Fruit & Cold Storage Company and serves on the Board of Dire~tors of the United Fresh Fruit
and Vegetable Association.
He also serves on the Board of Directors of United Good Neighbors
and of the Bank of Yakima.
Formerly chairman of the Yakima Higher Education Committee
and of the City Planning Commission, Frank holds a B.S. degree from
·
the University of Illinois.
He was reappointed for a term effective immediately and expiring
March 1, 1978.

Extra grant. funds
The Financial Aid Office recently received $28,165 additional funds
for the Educational Opportunity Grant.
The extra money will make up to half of the total financial aid for 60
students. Allotments average $500 per stu.dent.
The Educational Opportunity monies now total $134,524 for the 197273 school year. About 275 students will attend Central with this
financial aid. This is about 25 students more than last year's 253.
The grants are made based solely on need of the "economically
deprived," said John Liboky, director of the Financial Aid Office. The
applicant must file a Parent's Confidential Form in the office and be a
full time student making normal progress towards a degree.

•

Bik.e thefts increase
by Tom Salliotte
staff writer

Registration
Register the bicycle as soon as
possible with either the school,
Bicycle
stealing
would or any state-wide police agency.
probably head the list as one of
Take notice of the color, style and
the most prevalent and make of the bicycle. Place some
frustrating . problems to students type of identification on the
on campus today.
bicycle that will not be easily
noticed
by anyone else. Keep a
Bicycling is fast becoming a
nation wide pastime, and it is copy of the serial number at
important to note that bicycle _ home for emergencies.
Locks
theft is also rapidly becoming a
Use a good heavy lock and
million dollar industry to those
who favor "the five finger chain that cannot be broken
discount" in place of honesty and easily. When leaving the bicycle,
especially at night, secure it ·
fair play.
·
around a tree or pole. Make
It should be noted however, certain you do not leave the
that stealing on campus, .as · bicycle in a dark, seldom
everywhere else, is not limited to traveled area.
The campus has a roving
just bicycles. Automobiles are
also under the threat of being security guard during the night
tampered with, usually during hours to protect bicycles and
the night hours. What should be vehicles as best possible. They
done about this problem? Who can only do so much for safety
should be notified? Are there precautions. To be positive - you
police on duty around the cam- safeguard your bicycle - be
pus? These are just a few of the careful. Lock it up for safety.
For further information conquestions being asked every day.
The following is a list of what cerning rules, regulations and
should be done to Safeguard a costs, contact Don Redlinger at
bicycle that is of any value to the the Security Traffic Dept. here on
campus.
individual:
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Loan forms available
by Debbie Berto
news editor
Supplemental forms for the
Federally Insured Loans will be
available in the Financial Aid
office Monday.
The supplemental forms
became a requisite for the loan
applications effective July 1. The
form, No. 1260, will determine if
the government will pay the
interest subsidy based on the
student's and parents' financial
statement.
The new requirements for
application include: The applicant must sign a notarized
statement that funds will be used

Puppets
tell Indian
heritage

solely for educational purposes . to be paid on the loan.
The Financial Aid office will
(tuition, fees, room and board,
commuting expenses, books); also submit . to the banks an
the applicant must file a financial estimated amount needed. The
statement if he wants the interest total cost of education minus the
subsidy to be paid by the expected contributions from the
government; the supplemental student and parent and other
form must be stamped "Interest financial aid will determine the
Subsidy Waived" if the con- estimated need.
''This will mean more
fidential form proves there is no
bargaining with the bank" for
financial need.
The financial aid need will be money above the recommended
based on the 1972 estimated in- loan, according to John Liboky~
come of 1 the paren.t s unless an . director of financial aid.
Loans this year will be
independent or married student
available up to $2,500 if the need
form is filled out.
The new regulations will not is there. In past years the ceiling
prohibit anyone from receiving was $1,500.
The Financial Aid office is now
the Federally Insured Loan. The
student can try to qualify for the taking appointments every afinterest subsidy or automatically ternoon, 3 to 5 to answer
waive it. If the subsidy is waived, questions about the Federally
· ·
a 7 percent interest rate will have .Insured Loan. ·

A puppet show based on the
legends of Coyote, the animal god
dominant in Indian lore, will be a
lively part of the Indian Theatre
Arts Festival in August. The 15
students in the puppetry
workshop taught by James
Hawkins, ·director of children's
theatre, have written the scripts
based on the Coyote stories and .
created the colorful animal

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
FOOT. EXERCIZER
1. Cupped heel for greater sta·
SANDALS - Also
billty.
Cool, Healthful
2. Cushioned leather straps.
Special Metatarsal Crest
German Foot-Trainer Sandals 3.
produces natural toe-gripping
For Men, Women and Children

adlon.
4. Durable, non-slip crepe soles.

.VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS .

111w6th
925-2505

pup~ts.

The second session of the
workshop has concentrated on
the Coyote production which
opens Wednesday and continues
through Friday. Show time on
each of these days is 12 noon.
Additional performances at 7
p.m. will be given on Thursday
and Friday. Performances will
be in Threepenny Playhouse with
no admission charge.
The workshop spent the first
session learning to construct and
animate different kinds of puppets. The emphasis was on
simplicity of design and use of
materials readily available to the
classroom teacher. Innovation
was encouraged.
The · puppet
production
scheduled for fall will feature the
antics of Toad and his friends in
Thornton Burgess' "Wind in the
Willows". Last spring's show was
a comedy of manners, "The
Rivals" by Richard Sheridan.

PROTECT YOUR RIGHT. T~
CHOOSE YOUR JUDGES
Vote For

JUDGE l _ELVIN V
.L 0

VE

Judge, September 19
Now .in his 14 . yf"ar as tria I
court judge on the front I itie of·
juditial · process. Nationally acclaimed Court Administration by
American Bar Association
1 l years Executive Committee Puget . Sound Regional Planing Counci I, (J years Chairman. S · years Bell,vue City
Council, 2 years Mayor. Governor's Committee Metropolitan
· Problems. Statewide Committee on Air · Pol'1tion.P .T.A.
President .and Legislative Chairman, Area Council,, P.T.A.
Drug & Alcohol Abuse Committee, Bar Assoc. 1 8 years res.i den EastP.rn · Washington, Attended Wash. St. Univ , Class
of 42 Juris Dodor, U. W. Extra-Legal experience as farm
owner, hay, cattle/ fruit, heavy construdion. Combat In·
fantr.y, General Patton's Third Army . ·Northern France &
.Rhif'.'leland Campaigns.

You can help in ·J udge Love's campaign
by 'having a "LOY~ bumper sticker on
your car (vinyl easy-off type). Write:
P.Q. Box 123, Bellevue, Wash• 98009.

Now in Stock
10-SPEED BIKES
ONLY $89.95

YAMAHA
of Ellensburg

PD POL. ADV. Elect Judge Lo•

.~4 CHEESEBURGERS 51•
Good -Mon.-Wed.
COME ~ •. ANI) CHECK
OUR NEW B<;>OTHS

o:crr

July 31,
Aug. 1, 2

Just Acro~s Campus On Ith
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Viewpoint on parking
Campus parking problems remain unsolved and, considering
the lack of action on the part of the college, it is likely returning
students will find the same mess this fall they did last fall.
Though Central provides o~f street parking for the residents
of Brooklane Village and the College Duplexes it does not
provide this for residents of other apartments. Student Village
Apartments may be one of th~ few large apartment buildings in
the state where the residents pay, in addition to their rent, a
parking fee. What makes this situation worse is that once a
resident buys a parking permit he cannot park in any lot except
the one lot he lives by. Neither can the commuter park in the
residents' lot.
As a result of this highly structured and relatively unflexible
policy, 45-50 tickets a day are issued during the regular school
year. The college has done nothing to try to alleviate-this.
On top of everything else, the college doesn't even get the
money for these violations. As of last year the college turned
the collection of fines over to the Justice Court. The resultant
loss of revenue was in the thousands of dollars. It seems the
college somehow believed that it was illegal for them to collect
the fines even though most other colleges in the state collect
their own fines.
Without the ~oney from the violations the college is left with
only permit fees to finance the lots_. That many of the lots
resemble tank traps for the majority of the year may be indicative of the depleted college parking budget.
The change in who collects the fines also has hit the students
hard. Instead of the $1 fine under the old college system the
Justice Court now fines students $5 for each violation· tickets
that are paid late run more than $20.
' ·
The parking also has created problems for the city which the
city has been working hard to solve. Both sides of Alder Street
in front of Student Village are crowded with cars, while one lot
at Student Village remains empty. The city has come up with
several proposals and has been working with local citizens and
consulting with students. The only proposal the college has
been able to muster lately is to put in parking meters to better
enforce 30 minute zones.
Students who complain about this are asked to write policy
proposals. It seems_as though some officials believe the
students are better qualified to solve college problems than
they are. If this is so, why aren't these students given the big
salaries?
It seems as though we have a parking policy that works for
no one. The city doesn't appreciate the problems it creates, the
college loses revenue from violations, most campus security
officers would rather not write the scores of tickets, and most
importantly the students who can only park on certain lots and
receive the higher fines in J~stice Court and who navigate the
.
unkept lots, don't like the policy.
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An un-ugly American
When Bobby Fischer returns to the States at the close of the international chess playoffs with Boriss Spassky, he should be received
as a victor whether he captures the chess crown or not.
All Americans are indebted to men like Fischer who represent our
country in a manner that further insures the awe and respect with
which the world community regards our way of life.
By holding out until he was ready, Fischer exemplified "the
American dream'' wherein even a boy from a lower-middle class
background can acquire wealth if he dedicates himself to it.
Praise be to him for providing the world with a better understanding
of the American intellectual who actually is just "plain folk" as
Fischer's behavior was shown.
His showmanship at the chess tour;nament, although threatened
somewhat.by the equally fine antics of his competitor, is so typical of
Hollywood stars and pure artists who all foreigners know typify
middle-class America.
No one would dare deny an artist like Fischer the right to complain
about his chair, the lighting or the size of the chessboard squares on
which hinges the world chess championship. ·
And no one in the world community could keep from feeling a twinge
of envy toward his American neighbors whose most traumatic
problems in life amount to nothing more than how far they have to
drive to get a copy of Playboy·.
·
Let's hope that Americans abroad, especially those competing in
sporting events that catch the international spotlight, will credit their
country by following Fischer's fine example.
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'Female chauvinism' attacked
NEW YORK - In a major critical reappraisal of the women's movement released in
August McCall's, Betty Friedan takes issue
with some of the ideas and leaders currently
associated with women's liberation.
In a statement made on the eve of the· article's publication Ms. Friedan, author of
"The Feminine Mystique" and widely
regarded as the founder of the contemporary
women's movement said, "I wrote this article
only after months of deliberation .and fully
realize what I have said will cause some
dismay, especially among those members of
the movement newly conscious of the need to
fight for equality for women.
"But there are deep ideologicaJ differences
among us which we cannot afford to obscure
in the name of a unified sisterhood. There is
not a single voice, but many voices in the
movement. Unless we openly seek the truth,
we risk allowing the movement to be misused,
ripped-off and perverted in ways that could
wound it beyond recovery."
Insisting that "Men can and must be with us
if we are to change society," the principal
founder and first president of the National
Organization For Women criticizes both
Gloria Stei.nem, editor of MS. magazine and
Rep. Bella Abzug for encouraging what she
calls "female chauvinism," in the McCall's
article.
"When Gloria Steinem dismisses marriage
as 'prostitutfon' ... the assumption is that no
woman would ever want to go to bed with a
man if she didn't need to sell her body for
bread or a mink coat...A female chauvinism
that makes a woman apologize for loving her
husband or children denies the real feelings of
too many women," she says, adding that she
disagrees with Ms. Steinem's view that a
conspiracy to preserve "The economic and
social profit of men as a group," prevents
women from achieving equality.
Referring to Ms. Abzug's losing
Democratic Primary race against William
Fitz Ryan ir.' New York's 20th Congressional
district, she says, "Only a female chauvinist
would say that no matter how good a 1nan's
record - on peace, on women - women

must support a female opponent just because
she is a woman. That would invite me to vote
against women simply because they are
women." ~iberal male journalists and other
men who had previously supported both
women's liberation and Bella Abzug, react
with outrage.1
"If I were a man, I would object
strenuously to the assumption that women
have any moral or spiritual superiority as a
class. This is male chauvinism in reverse ... and those who preach or practice it seem
to me to be corrupting our movement. .. and
inviting a backlash that endangers the very
real gains we have won.
"As a woman I object to female chauvinism
- not only because it is dangerous but
because it is wrong ... lt is wrong to el~vate
women ·as a class by yet another sexual
definition (which) denies us our human
identity ... which is what this movement is all
about, ;;md all it is about.
"If we make men the enemy they will
surely lash back at us .. .If we demand equal
treatment from them and still insist on
special privilege .. we deserve the backlash."
Recalling that, "I have always objected to a
rhetoric that treats the women's movement
·as class warfare against men.'' Ms. Friedan
says that the movement has had enough of
"sexual politics" and admonishes women to
"leave behind as dinosaurs, or isolate as
lethal freaks male chauvinist pigs and female
chauvinist boors alike."
Calling the real goals of the women's
movement "too important and precarious to
jeopardize now," Ms. Friecian strongly
recommends that women get on with the job
of securing "equal pay, equal opportunity for
good jobs, and the training for them, our own
voice in decisions of church and state, an end
to practices that discriminate against us or
put us down, and the restructuring of work,
home, marriage and child rearing.
"I believe my first responsibility is simply
human, just as a man's is ... In this new human
politics, female chauvinism is as obsolete as
the Playboy Bunny."

" ... the central point about the free press is
not that it be accur~te though it must try to
be-,.not that it even be fair, though it must
try to be that-but that it be free. And that
means, in the first instance, freedom from
any and -all attempts by the power of government to coerce it or intimidate it or police
it 'in any way."
·-Eric Sevareid
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State superintendent
candidate campaigns

Jailbird has· visitor
This unfyrtuna te baby bird fell from its
nest, and rather than let it face the kids and
dogs of Student Village, Mr. and Mrs .. Wayne
Hayes caged the little ·c ritter. The mother,

undaunted by the cage, made repeated food
deliveries until the small bird was able to fly.
(photo by Bates)

Field class studies ecology
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer
The biology field experience
class is conducting research on
the various aspects of ecology
and the environment of the
Pacific Northwest. Exploration is
based on a historical study of
nature. ,
The mobile field station includes three laboratory vans and
one mess truck. The library and
research materials are in one
van, and each van is set up and
equipped as a laboratory~
Organized field trips and
evening seminars are provided
for the students. Different staff

The students select subjects for
members from the biology
department visit the field station research on approval by the staff.
Graduate students act as
to give lectures and advising.
assistants
to the undergraduates,
The students, however, are
mostly on their own. They as well as conduct their own field
provide their own entertainment, work.
Dr. Ken Hammond, geography
and their study and research is
all done in their own time. This instructor, assists in the directing
gives them plenty of time to get by providing geography for the
out and enjoy the nature program.
During the first two weeks of
surrounding them.
the program Dr. Robert Brown,
The students, however, are zoology instructor, was the admostly on their own. They visor and director the the field
provide their own entertainment, station which was near Summer
and their study and research is Falls at that time. Students and
all done in their own time. This staff got acquainted with their
gives them plenty of time to get environment by living out in
out and enjoy the nature tents.
surrounding them.
This term the biology field
experience is stationed at the
Cispus Environment Learning
Center with Dr. David Hosford,
biology instructor, as director.
studying for her master's degree The students and staff stay in
at Central; Jack Henderson, a dorms which provide a few more
Washington Elementary luxuries than the open wilderteacher; Judy Johnson, Lopez, ness.
and Bonnie Thayer, Oak Harbor,
The students' research will
both of whom are teachers and result in written and oral reports
graduate students in education at upon completion of the course.
Central; and Azella Taylor, an
associate professor of education
at Central.
The People-to-People grogram,
developed on an international
basis with the support of
President Eisenhower,
is
designed to promote goodwill by
bringing together various
counterpart groups from all
occupations and professions.
Dr. Crum, who has directed
similar study-tour groups to
Western Europe and the Orient,
has been involved in international education since the
mid 1950's. He directed an instructional materials exchange
program between Central and a
college in Bangkok in 1968.
The group is expected to return
to this state Aug. 15.

by Debbie Berto
news editor
c "e ntral students may be
hearing a lot of political
speeches. Because James
Sjolund, a candidate for State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, changed his supposedly non-partisan speech to a
campaign rap, the Political
Affairs Commission will have to
give Sjolund's six opponents
equal time in the SUB pit.
July 17, Sjolund told about 20
people that he supported implementation of the state board's
goals. He said the goals speak to
the process of education and the
process should emphasize that
"cultural, ethnic and racial
differences contribute positively
to our nation's future. The
process should exfend beyong the
school building, the school day
and the school year."
The goals, according to
Sjolund, stress "human understanding, principles of mfr
American democratic heritage,
social, political, economic and
family responsibility."
The job calls for support of
these goals, providing information about the best ways to
reach the goals and how to solve

encountered problems, and offering "agressive leadership,"
said Sjolund.
Sjolund called for a revised,
fair tax structure to help
eliminate the need for special
school levies. He said that when
levies fail more teachers are
layed off; 2000 teachers in
Washington are already out of
work. "This is 2000 too many,"
said Sjolund.
The candidate criticized the
state legislature on their
leadership calling their performance "zero" for tax reform.
Sjolund said he plans to bring suit
against the legislature for the
"illegal and unconstitutional"
financing of schools, according to
the fourteenth amendement:'
Sjolund has been supervisor of
music education and director of
several federal grant programs
in the superintendent's office the
past six years. The office of State
Superintendent is open due to the
retirement of Louis Bruno.
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Educators tour Europe·
In an attempt to learn about
education and. the influence
culture has on it in other countries, nine Ellensburg educators
left here Tuesday on a People-toPeople tour of Russia and four
east European countries.
Leading the group of 20 Nor. thwest educators is Dr. Wesley
Crum, professor of education at
Central.
According to Dr. Crum, the
group will be met by the counterpart
educators
in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Poland and East and West Berlin.
They will tour educational
institutions from nursery .school
through college levels and be
briefed by U.S.
and foreign
government leaders as well as
educators.
Participating in the tour along
with Dr. Crum is Florence
Bowen, a Lincoln Elementary
School teacher;_ Ted Bowen,
professor emeritus of chemistry
at Central; Verjenne Hay, a
Springfield, Ill., teacher who is
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Organic gardening gets off ground

GREEN THUMBS···Students Bill DeHollander
and Charles Plummer got a head start plant·
ing their seedlings. Lettuce, cabbage, and
peas are now being harvested.

Guests tell

of Nig9ria

by Tom Salliotte
staff writer
The giant of Africa has survived the internal crisis and
external imperial pressures that
tried to divide Nigeria.
Nigeria is a vast land of many
rich cultures, skilled crafts, and a
flourishing literature. A nation of
a least 250 ethnic tribal groups,
and over 400 languages, and
dialects that have survived two
military coup's and a civil war.
Dr. Lewis Grafious who has
traveled extensively in Nigeria
and has taught there on several
occasions will offer an illustrated
talk on Nigeria, its many peoples,
their problems, customs and
arts.
Attending the program will be
a number of Nigerians. Among
them is Dr. Benjamin Odum who

presently teaches Afro-American
and African History at Eastern
Washington State College. Dr.
Odum has also traveled extensively and has acquired
several degrees both in the
United States and also at the
University of Moscow.
Also among those attending
will be Josiah Akubue, Godwin
Uzoma Odum, and Jafaru
Mohammed presently students at
Eastern Washington State
College.
An extensive illustrated
discussion will be held o·n
Saturday by both Dr. Grafious
and Dr. Odum at the Grupe
Conference Center from 1 to 3
p.m. The public is cordially invited to attend this informal
gathering, and take advantage of
the many artifacts and slides that
will be on display this weekend.

Painters Adisplay art
by Glenna Moulthrop
managing editor
Fifteen Northwest artists will
display their wildlife and wildfowl paintings in the annual invitational show hosted by the
local Artists' Gallery next month.
The show opens Aug. 5 with a
reception from 2-7 p.m. in the
gallery located at 111 S. Pearl,
according to Jinx Stringham,
director.
Central Washington artists
whose works will be displayed
include Dr. Louis Kollmeyer,
professor of art at Central;
William Sampson Jr., Union Gap
and Okmulgee, Okla., a commissioned artist for the Quarter
Horse Journal and the Arizona
Highways Department; Floyd
Broadbent, Yakima, a sculptor of
l!ame birds an ·sh:. Do .Cr ok,
courr · by
owing is' er 8

Yakima; and Phil Kooser,
Yakima, director of the Walter
Graham Studio in Yakima.
Also participating will be
Seattleites Marion B. Terry, a
member of the National Society
of Animal Artists and the Copley
Society of Boston, and Frederick
Hubbard who is known for his
portraits of former presidents
and government leaders.
Kooser has a one-man show on
display in the Ellensburg gallery
now through Aug. 3.
Other artists displaying
wildlife paintings will be Landon
Lamb, a Wiley City sculptor;
Elmer Shook, Choteau, Mont.;
and Marion Rice, Josephine Kind
and Tommia Keating, all of
Seattle.
The Artists' Gallery is open
from 10 a.m. to 5 o.m. weekdays.
fme exam Ie.

by Becki Holland
contributing writer
One lone class ·at Central prefers to
ignore progress: Organic Gardening.
Each individual decides if foods grown
without pesticides and chemical fertilizers
are richer in vitamins and minerals.
Reverting back to these natural bounties
of the land must be appreciated to complete the class.
And according to the team of geography
professors, Dr.Joel Andress and John
Ressler, who teach gardening, this
philosophy has survived here.
A one-acre college-owned plot of
vegetables, herbs and flowers is proof of
this enthusiasm. Beans, corn, peas, clover
and strawberries are among the crops now
blooming into near-maturity.
"We feel we've been successful," said
Ressler. ''Students were encouraged to get
involved with plants, irrigation, understanding climate and as a result OG
will be offered again next fall."
The class became part of Central's
academia last fall, taught in a series
throughout the year.
Ressler said organic gardening was
originated as a college class to provide the
discriminate individual with a nontechnological approach to gardening.
He stressed OG was not being taught to
cultivate a fad.
Indeed, organic gardening is not new.
For thousands of years, when chemicals
didn't exist for farmers, home.made
remedies were used as protection against
insects, birds and blight.
Since its serious beginnings 30 years
ago in this country; the i!atural approach
to gardening is gaining support.
Attesting to this fact is Robert Rodale,
U.S. forerunner of organic gardening and
author of the class textbook, "The Basic
Book of Organic Gardening''.
"Today's concerned gardener is not
trying to feed future masses, but prefers to
grow and supervise some of his family's
food," Ressler said.
Despite these ecological advantages, the
natural garden requires more time spent
iii labor and maintenance. The land must
be tended by human hands instead of·
modern machinery.
Central's class was plagued by these
problems in the beginnings.
Ressler said, ''The class didn't get
things done on schedule because
responsibilities were often not clearly
defined and because it was hard to in-

tegrate new people into the pre-existing
garden each quarter."
The students worked as· a group when
the class opened fall quarter. The sod lot
was cleared and the storage shed
repainted and repaired for the first time.
When the class started this spring,
irrigation ditches, and individual plots
were dug for early spring planting.
The beginning gardeners then ~hose
objectives and a lot to practice their
theories.
Their positive, personal approach made
each student responsible for his or her
plot.
The garden evidently suffered from
what Ressler termed, "lack of direction."
This problem might be corrected if the
garden goes on a communal basis next
spring.
"There will be a set work pattern and ·
diversification of crops, i.e., corn will be
planted every week to guard against late
· planting," said Ressler.
With a proposed capacity of 75 people,
the fall class will have the advantage of
becoming more specialized.
This year's class zeroed in on the
problem of bug control, then decided to let
the plants grow relatively unguarded, as
an experimental control.
Individuals had to fight off the prevalent
cabbage worm with home-grown remedies
of onion and pepper spray on their lots.
Soil tests are now planned to set an
irrigation saturation point, now that
trenches have been in operation.
The organic gardening students also
hope to rotate necessary jobs of applying
compost and mulch, and weeding.
It was recognized that individual labor
might run over what was expected from
the three credit class, and OG has been
graded as satisfactory or unsatisfactory.
Ressler said, "Andress and I tried to
make OG academically sound. The
students learned an admittedly biased
approach but it prompted some to take
further work in geography and biology."
Organic gardening and its many facets
would be a difficult class to "teach." But
from overwhelming student testimony, OG
is as successful as each student wishes to
approach it.
·
Some enrolled in the class to study
"fresh air and sunshine" rather than the
usual textbook approach. Others derived a
sense of personal satisfaction, able to grow
full-blown plants from seedlings.

$15.5 million request approved
by Jennifer Farren
staff writer
The Board of Trustees, meeting
July 14, conditionally approved a
capital budget request of $15.5
million for the 1973-75 biennium.
The board agreed to present the
request to the state but wanted
time to study the details.
Three major building projects
were outlined in the budget
request, including an addition to
Nicholson Pavilion, remodeling
of Boullion Library, and the
construction of a speech and
related arts building.
Further improvements include
a permanent surface floor for the
fieldhouse, remodeled shower
facilities at Nicholson, new
parking lots, more pedestrian
malls, an electronic door guard
for the library, electrical and
remodeling projects and new
safety equipment for the campus
in general.
The board also awarded a
contract to the Gilbert H. Moen
Co., Yakima, for the remodeling
of Anderson Hall into apartments. The dormitory rooms will
be replaced by 32 apartments to
house 100 single students. Construction began June 26 and will
be completed by Sept. 12.
The trustees accepted next
year's Joint Student Fees budget
of $144, 718. This figure includes
$75,000 alloted to the athletic

program instead of the Joint
Student Fees' committee's
original proposal of $63,600 for
athletics.
In explanation of the higher
allotment, Dr. James Brooks,
president of the college, stated
that Central's athletic program is
quite strong and successful and
valuable enough to continue
funding at the $75,000 level as in
past years. Trustee Herbert
Frank agreed. "I think an
athletic program is an important
one," he said.
The board accepted the
resignations of Jeannette Cheng,
assistant
professor
of
librarianship; Alan B. Davidson,
assistant professor of health and
physical education; Arthur P.
Hutton, assistant professor of
physical education; Jerald W.
Nelson, directGr of Washington
Center for Early Childhood
Education.
The trustees accepted the ·
retirement of Robert S. Funderburk, professor emeritus of
geography, who has taught at
Central for 24 years. Dr. Eugene
Brain, chairman of the board and
Dr. Brooks, former students of
Professor Funderburk, expressed their regret at his
decision.
Kay Lee Sokol, assistant
professor ~f .E1~~i.cJ, w.~s granted

leave of absence by the board for
the 1972-73 year. William L.
Benson, assistant professor of
sociology, · was
appointed
chairman of the department of
sociology for the 1972-73
academic
year.
Thomas
Walterman's appointment as
assistant to the pres~dent was
continued for the 1972-73 year.
Walterman will also teach
history part-time.
The appointment ·of new instructors include Hellen A.
Israel, counselor in counseling
and student development; Joe A.
Jansen and Marilyn Shannon,
lecturers
in · education,
Washington Center for Early
Childhood Education; Calvin D.
Johnson, lecturer in mass
media; Jane L. Mitiguy, coordinator of residence hall
programs in ·student development; Ernest L. Thomas, advisor
to educational opportunities
program; Ho-Ching Yang,
assistant professor of chinese and
Philip Koch, instructor in art.
The trustees approved the
program allotment summary for
the 1972-73 operating budget (for
which funds were appropriated at
the last biennium). Expenditures
will run much the same as during
the last academic year with a
slight decrease of federal funds
for research programs.

High school cheerleaders
invade Central's campus

Photos by Rie-ber
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Fischer antics nothing new
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by Kennedy Poyser
staff writer
One should listen to the advice
of educators with a certain
amount of skepticism. Their
formula for success is goQd study
habits
and
limited
extracurricular activities. Bobby
Fischer ignored the two commandments, dropped out of high
school at 16, and is today playing
chess, which is after all only a
game, for stakes of $250,000.
Teachers and administrators
will be quick to add that Fischer
is . an exception, and a poor
example to follow, and they are
right, as usual. For most of us,
aspiring to the lofty sphere of
International
Grandmaster
would be the gravest folly. We
would all do well to heed the
advice of Lenin to a friend. "You
must remember that chess is not
a vocation," he said, "but a
recreation.''
Final position in the fifth game of Boris Spassky-Bobby Fischer
World Championship chess tournament. Spassky, playing white,
resigned on the 28th move to even the match score at 2%-2%.

Bobby's mother worried about
her unusual son because she felt
he took chess too seriously and
school too lightly. However, at

the age of 14 he won the U.S.
Championship, and at 15 became
the youngest International
Grandmaster in history. Impatience with the mundane life of
a student becomes a bit more
understandable in that light.
Fischer once said the chess
player he most admired was Paul
Morphy, a meteoric talent from
New Orleans who defeated all of
Europe's finest in a brief four
years, retired from the game in
1859, and died in relative obscurity at 47.
Some writers imply that
Morphy's eccentricity endears
him to Fischer. Certainly the
personality traits of Spassky's
opponent have been widely aired
over the past few weeks in the
national press, and have left the
public somewhat bewildered as
to his motives. However,
followers of international chess
weren't puzzled - Fischer has
always behaved strangely.
Viktors . Pupols, a ·Washington
master, replied to a question
about any bets he'd placed, "I

OUTDOOR BEER DRINKING

THE TAY

AT

was giving odds there would be
no match at all."
In the past, Fischer has blown a
Candidates match and an lnterzonal tournament, refused to
defend his U.S. Championship,
and forfeited a match to Samuel
Reshevsky, another American
Grandmaster.
He accused the Russians of
fixing the Candidates match
(Sports Illustrated, Aug. 20, 1962)
and said afterwards, "I will
never again play in one of these
tournaments." He broke off
relations with the press that year
after an unkind interview by
Ralph Ginzburg (of ''Eros"
fame) appeared fn Harpers.
Fischer, being mortal, makes
occasional mistakes. He spent
last year playing Candidates
matches to earn the right to
challenge World Champion Boris
Spassky.
The mental effort of tournament chess is exhausting. The
closest equivalent might be
taking and re-taking the College
Boards or the Graduate Record
Exam. In the game pictured,
Spassky has apparently succumbed to the pressure. His
blunders' aren't as monumental
as those made daily by amateur
players, but one has only to lose a
pawn to Fischer to lose the game.
Spassky is white and it is his
move. If he takes the Bishop with
the Queen, he will suffer checkmate in two moves. If he does not,
he will lose at least two pawns
and thus the game.
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'Delegates' describe .convention
by Kennedy Poyser
staff writer
David Canzler, professor of
English at Central and his wife
Lillian, director of the Hebeler
Media Center, went to the
Democratic Convent10n in Miami
to work towards a challenge of
the solid-Jackson Washington ,
delegation.
Ms. Canzler explained that the
apparent solidity of Jackson's
support was due, in part at least,
to nefarious dealings at the fourth
district caucus and at the state
convention. The monolithic
"Washington ... 52 votes NO" roll
call replies at the national convention disguised the fact that
many people in Washington
support McGovern, and that
there were eight delegates
elected in two districts who were
pledged to the South Dakota
Senator.

.Delegates
selected in
complex vvay
Delegates to the Democratic
National Convention are selected
in a somewhat complex, but
·inherently representative ,
fashion. Local precincts (each
county has several) select
delegates to a county convention,
which in turn sends representatives to a Congressional district
caucus. Delegates to the national
convention are chosen at the
district caucus, but the
delegation must be later ratified
at the state convention.
Credentials can be challenged
there in much the same way as
the California delegation was
challenged in Miami.
The fourth Congressional
district lies in south central
Washingto n, and includes
Yakima and Ellensburg. To send
McGovern representatives from
Kittitas County, Ms. Canzler
stated, "We couldn't · afford to

lose a precinct around Ellens- stated, "They voted along party delegation.
happened. "However, she felt
She said persons entering the that the 1972 Democratic Conburg." Apparently the old lines, rather than for what was
districting scheme, reflecting right," to ignore the fourth hall were checked five times vention was a much different
population distribution of some district challenge. Dr. Canzler before being allowed on the floor, affair, and that "one really did
decades ago, gives the upper further remarked, "Jackson but once inside were able to move feel that many of the people on
county a disproportionate voice simply came up with a phony about freely.
the outside in 1968, were inside in
in county politics. The scheme is challenge, to unseat the eight
Miami."
The Secret Service men who
due to be changed Monday to McGovern delegates from the wandered through the convention
create
more
equitable third and fifth districts.
hall were noteworthy not only for
Television convention watchers their badges, but also for their Fee payment
representation throughout the
did not see a Washington penchant for "staring at the
county.
The fourth district was challenge for two reasons. Ms. crowd while everyone else was im·proves choice
prepared to vote 65 to 64 for Canzler felt that after the Illinois looking at the speaker on the
Summer session students
McGovern, when what to their decision, "McGovern didn't want platform," she commented.
enrolled at Central for the first
wondering eyes should appear to antagonize labor and party
Ms. -Canzler determined time who plan to attend fall
but two delegates from the third bosses unnecessarily." She also
district who swung the vote 66-65 remarked that the move by Monday and Wednesday nights quarter and have not made the
for Jackson. They claimed to be Frank Mankiewicz, McGovern's were the high points of the con- $50 nonrefundable advance
alternates for absent third political adviser, to ratify tlie vention. "Monday was the most tuition and fee payment, are
district delegates, but felt that credentials report was to exciting - wondering if he would invited by Lonald Bridges,
since they lived in the fourth frustrate Humphrey's ardent make it." The monotonous director of admissions, to consult
district, they should attend the desire to adjourn and re-group Washington votes caused some with the admissions office in
misgivings when Betty Friedan, Mitchell Hall.
latter caucus.
his forces.
A minority of 65 dissented, but
Though the Canzlers were not author of "The Feminine
Prepayment of the fee now will
could do nothing but issue a delegates, Ms. Canzler confided Mystique" at one point asked her, allow students to register for fall
credentials challenge at the state . that they were able to get on the "What's the matter with classes August 10, · 11 and 14,
according to Bridges. The early
convention floor, despite the Washington anyway?"
convention.
Commenting on the Chicago registration will improve
Jackson supporters were in an stringent security, through
almost two to one majority at the friendly trading of alternate convention in 1968, Ms. Canzler enrollees' chances of obtaining
state convention. Dr. Canzler badges with the California said, "I just couldn't believe it classes they want, he pointed out.
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Uri identified
Floating
Obiect
.. The Great Rubber Crab Catcher launches it's plumbers'
plunger from a rubber spring
located on the mast in hopes of
securing the lead in the 4th Annual Tav River Race. The July 15
event saw more than ·300 people
float from Thorp bridge, past
several beer stops to an after
race keggar at the slide area near
Rotary Park. (Photo by Bates)
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College schools reorganize
by Glenna Moulthrop
They are Dr. Bernard Martin,
managing editor
former dean of Arts and ScienFour new college schools, ces, who now directs the School of
conceived in an academic Natural
Sciences
and
reorganization plan that was Mathematics, and Dr. John
approved by Central's Board of Green, formerly dean of
Trustees last February, became Education, who now is the dean of
operational earlier this month. the School of Professional
Central should save money on Studies.
administrative costs because the
number of administrators
New appointees who took
required has been reduced with office July 2 are Dr. Burton
the reorganization.
Williams, former chairman of
A "doubling up" of ad- · Central's history department,
ministrative duties is required in
many of the positions, however, who now is the dean of the new
"a more equitable distribution of School of Social and Behavioral
the workload at this level " has Sciences, and Dr. Anthony
been created, according to Dr. Canedo, acting dean of the School
Edward Harrington,
vice of Arts and Humanities.
president for Academic Affairs.
Dr. Harrington believes that
No additional faculty members
this
change will provide a greater
were hired to fill
the new

positions.
Dr. Harrington and Stan
Bohne, vice president for
Business .Atfairs, retained their
positions and two deans of former
schools were appointed to direct
new schools.
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opportunity for effective communication between students and
administrators because students
and faculty members will have
easier access to ''the administration."
Besides teaching, he noted that
the new deans also will be "out on
the campus." The plan is to move
them out of Barge Hall and closer
to their areas of responsibility.
Dr. Williams already has
moved into Shaw-Smyser 101 and
Dr. Martin now is located in Dean
Science Hall 205.
By September, Dr. CanedO is
expected to have his office
opened in the Language and
Literature building and Dr.
Green will have moved into Black
Hall.

AS C sponsors forma /

I.
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ASC has decided to attempt mixer type, according to Ms.
some fun this summer with a Berto.
"formal" dance.
"The Hungry Junction,"
Debbie Berto, coordinator of described as an "extremely
next Thursday's event, described versatile" group from · Ellensa "formal" at Central as burburg, will provide music from
"anything other than jeans". She 9 p.m. to midnight in the SUB
added, "Actually, you can wear Ballroom.
Ed Long, a Central student
your jeans and no one would
active in the music department,
care."
The original idea behind has recently become "Hungry
Junction's" drummer and lead
sponsoring a dance this summer singer.
was to offer something for
"Ed's background from the
students to do as a group. With
music
department has helped the
the married students and many
group
mellow out to a softer,
returning
teachers
and
more
refined
music in addition to
graduates, ASC thought they
their
hard
rock
sound," ~ said
might try a dance other than the
Steve Mayeda, member of social
board.
Now in Stock
Ms. Berto added that to help
10-SPEED BIKES
draw students, tickets are being
ONLY $89.95
offered at a very cheap $2 per
couple. Tickets will be on sale
starting tOday at the SUB inof Ellensburg
formation desk, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

YAMAHA

PINOCHLE TOURNEY
TODAY'S THE LAST DAY TO SIGN UP

PIZZA MIA ·-

925-1111
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I McG backers meet

I

some
people
anticipated
problems with a law prohibiting
The Kittitas County McGovern political activity on state
·
for President Committee met last property.
Wednesday, July 19, to lay early
A key activity for the
plans for campaigning. Some 35 McGovern committee will be
people heard a brief first-hand voter registration drives.
report on the Democratic con- Members of the League of
vention from Lillian Canzler, Women Voters have been
director of the Hebeler Media deputized as registrars and have
already registered a goodly
Center.
The meeting then moved to the number of students at tables in
election of committee chairmen ~ the SUB. Campaign observers
and a general discussion of feel that many eligible voters
canvassing, fund raising and who fail to register lean toward
voter registration drivers. The McGovern in their . . political
meeting place at 206 E. 10th St. sympathies, so "getting out the
was volunteered by Ted Cooper vote" becomes doubly important.
as a temporary campaign
Gloria Goedecke offered to host
headquarters.
a McGovern party Wednesday,
Those who desire general in- Aug. 16, at 1106 "A" St. She
formation or would like to work . reports that the South Dakota
towards
electing
George senator has been "invited," and
McGovern President are asked to will, of course, be the guest of
contact the headquarters at 925- honor .
. 4567. Buttons and bumper
The McGovern for President
stickers will also be available Committee will meet again
Monday evening at 1101
there.
Initial plans were made for a Brooklane Street. For more inbooth at the rodeo. A table in the formation, contact Linda Schodt
SUB was also suggested, but at 925-4716.
by Kennedy Poyser
staff writer

Mixed up signs?
Try to decifer this situation. Either way you
go is the wrong way. The only alternative is to
detour. Actually, Fourteenth Street is a

OPEN 6:45
925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.

divided street with one way on each side. The
detour on one side was for street repair.
(photo by Cottrell)

Nightly·7:00 & 10: 10 - Sunday At 4 :00 & 7: 10

WALT DISNEY productions'

NIPIJlEDNand

Central receives education grant
A $50,000 federal grant to train
public school teachers in environmental education has been
awarded
to
Central
in
cooperation with the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The grant is designed to give
practicing teachers, or advanced
education students who will
become teachers, a broad
background in environmental
studies to be integrated into their
particular classroom
specialities.
The federal monies, from the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, will be
used to support staff, material
and transportation costs for the
innovative project, according to
Dr. John Green, dean of
professional studies, who
originated the grant proposal.
At least 45 students will be
involved in a full academic year
of concentration on environmental studies under the
program, with specific courses
and work designed individually
for each student.
Each student will spend one
quarter of that school year in

study at the Cispus Environmental Education Center, in
the Cascade Mountains near
Randle. Students also will spend
one quarter in an urban area.
With the cooperation and support
of the office of Louis Bruno,
superintendent of public instruction, the Cispus work will
include preparation by each
student of curriculum materials
for later use in his own
classroom.
In addition, the college
students will have an opportunity
at Cispus to gain practical
teaching experience by wor~ing
with younger pupils attending
special sessions at the outdoor
center.
A number of environmental
education courses from such
varied disciplines as anthropology, political science,
and
geography,
geology

•I
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biological sciences along with a
series of newly designed interdisciplinary
environmental
studies courses will be included
in the curriculum set up for each
participating student. Special
workshops and seminars also will
be planned for the program.
Dr. Kenneth Hammond will
serve as project director. In
addition to the Ph.D. in conservation, Dr. Hammond holds
degrees in geography and
education and has taught in the
Washington public school
system.
Dr. Green believes this environmental teacher training
program to be one of the first of
its kind in the Northwest and it
will serve as an important part of
a more comprehensive environmental studies effort
coordinated by Dr. George
Macinko, geology instructor.
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NEXT ATTRACTION STARTS WED.

Going down his own road ...

SBEMCQUEEI

'~BO•ER"
·''Tell 'em Junior sent you"

OPEN 6:45
925-4598
Shows At 7:00 & 9:00
ParilllOIJ1tPltlllespresen1SA

Howard w Koch l'IOclJc1mof llle
Meil Silfton Play strilg

A.Ian Arkin
' - I of the
as the

Reel Hot
Lovers"
: : ::
STARTS WEDNESDAY --AUGUST 2nd
Yoll llllld

BlJ'MPER

STICKER ·.
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!
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925-3266
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A new cult from the Caribbean.
They bring back the dead in a way
· too frightening to believe.
1
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Paramount Pictures Presents An ITC Production
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Tiie-of
Joel Delaney
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Plus This Suspense Co-Feature

.

Light to pa.ck .on your bµJllper~ .Built beavy ~ tak~ on a
Il)ountain.. .
.

EIEBUIL&D
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YAMAHA

SUN., MON. & TUE., Jul. 30-Aug. lst.
GEORGE C. SCOTT Oscar Nominee
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'
Service Without

A Service
.

Charge
Airline & Railroac!

10 Speed Bikes
.¥25-9330 .
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'''THE HOSPITAL''
And Action Co-Feature

"Bai-qu.ero" ·
starring

LeeVan Cleef Wanen Oates

by Glenna Moulthrop
managing editor
Publications by four Central professors are
featured this month in the display case at the
Boulloin Library on campus.
Topics of. the books vary from American
values to biographies and a history of Central.
The first to be published was Dr. Samuel R.
Mohler's "The First Seventy-Five Years: A
History of Central Washington State
College," printed in 1967 by C. W. Hill Printers, Spokane.
Dr. Mohler, professor emeritus of history at
Central, describes his book as "a labor of
love." Sources for his history of the college
included faculty minutes, trustees reports,
official records, student annuals and
newspapers and facts Dr. Mohler gathered
during his 27 years as an instructor at Central.
Another Central historian's work is the
most recently published book to be featured in
the library. Dr. Burton J. Williams, the new
dean of the School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, had his usenator John James
Ingalls: Kansas' Iridescent . Republican"
published this spring by the University of
Kansas Press.
·
Dr. Williams' story of a man who earned a
nationwide reputation during 18 years in the
U.S. Senate has been nominated for awards
' from the American Historical Association
and the Organization of American Historians.
The book also received favorable reviews in
the Kansas City Star and the Topeka Capitol.
Other featured authors are Dr. Elwyn H.·
Odell, professor of political science, and Dr.
Bruce E. Teets, an English professor.
Dr. Odell, who also directs Interdisciplinary Studies on campus, edited a
collection of speeches given from 1962-67 by
noted guests during Central's annual spring
symposiums on American values.
His book, "A College Looks at American
Values," was copyrighted in 1971 and printed
by Franklin Press, Inc., Yakima.
The cover of Dr. Odell's book was designed
by William Dunning, an associate professor of
art at Central.
Dr. Teets · and a colleague, Helmut E.
Gerber, compiled and edited "Joseph
Conrad: An Annotated Bibliography of
Writings About Him," published in 1971 by the
Northern Illinois University Press.
Their book was selected for the Scholar's
Library of the Modern Language Association
Book Club.
·
These four campus authors represent
numerous Central professors, who in addition
to instructing classes and serving on faculty
committees, find time to write and to prepare
papers and poetry readings for_ educational
·conferences throughout the country.
An estimated 39 Central instructors have
authored two books, five poems, 11 articles, 15
papers, and six reviews since last September.
All four books featured in the library
display case are ·on sale in the SUB bookstore
along with eight others written or edited by
Central instructors.
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Hy the new HondaXL-250.

Popular - Classical - Jazz - Movie Soundtracks·

MANY," MANY MORE

WIDE
1972
Baha Winner
You have to ride this newest of the new
Honda dirt machines to believe it. Lightaluminum in the wheels, magnesium in the
engine. Powerful-a new four-valve, four-

stroke Honda sitltgle-cylinder engine.
Dependable-naturally, it's a Honda. And
it's backed by that strong Honda warranty.
Come in today for a test flight.

JOHNSONS HONDA .
AlO N. Main

Honda.W>rld's fastest moving motorcycle.
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